
srMrLAR SHAPES - PRACTICE QUESTIOI{S

1.

Triangles ABC and DEF are sinlilar shapes.
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(a) What is the size of angle CAB?

z1-
(b) \lt/hat is the length of side DE?

6x2=- 12. crw
(c) What is the size of angle DFE?
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(d) TWhat is the length of side CB?
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2.

Shapes ABCD and EFGH are mathematically similar.

(a) What is the length of side CD?

Zt 77* 1 r,t
{b} lVhat is the size of angle ABC?
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{c} What is the length of side FG?
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3.

Triangles FGH and trJK are mathernatically similar.

Find the size of angle IKJ.
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Find the length of trine FG.
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4.

Shapes LMNO and PQRS are mathematically similar parallelograrns.
LM=5.5m
QR = 6.2 rn
PQ=11m
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Find the perimeter ofl I- INO.
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5 , 6* 2,5= ?-,2* s"a

{ci Find the length cf line IK.
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5.

STUV and I,VXYZ are rectangies.
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Are STUV and.WEYZmathematically similar? Give a reason fo, yo,r, answer.
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6.

ABC and DEF are triangles.
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Are ABC and DEF mathematically similar? Give a reason for your €ilts\&.er.

35,++(1,LZL,oS,,, N",beeolrrg b6+AB+ DF{ b'q.
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7.

GHI and JKL are triangles,
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Are GHI and JKL mathematically similar? Give a reason for your answer.
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8.

ABC anct DEC are mathematicaliy similar triangles.
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WX=5cm
UV = 1Q.5 crn
TU: 11 cm
XWV = 88"
WVX = 26o
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The length of line DC is 5 cm.
The length of line BC is 6 cm.
The length of line EC is 4 cm.
The length of line AEi is 4.5 cm.

{a} Find t}re lengt}r of line DE.

ry,S+\,3? 3 Lr!\,
(b) Find the length of line AC.

5tr1'Ss 1,9crr^
{c} Find t}re lengt}r of line AD.

1,g--5*7,Ysvr
9.

Triangles TUV and 1VXV are mathematically similar.

{a} Find the size of angle TUV.

Igo - tL*)bt b6'
(b) Find the length of XV to one decimal place.
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